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They all looked at Coco, covered with towels, like a 
poncho. The dog had just had a bath. Annie, Adri and 
Charles were taking care of the curious pet. “Let’s put 
the transmitter box in the collar for Coco” said 
Annie. That box was incredible. It carried a camera 
and a walkie talkie, to help bring Coco back when he 
left on his adventures. They talked and talked until 
somebody responded and said where Coco was. 
And the camera showed what was around him! 



Adri and Charles were getting the collar and the 
box ready, when Coco, still with the towels on him, 
grabbed everything and took off! “Coco, come back!” 
said Adri. 
“Coco, that is not a good decision!” yelled Charles, 
remembering what his teacher said sometimes in class. 
They turned on the monitor to see the images from 
the camera. Coco was holding tight the collar with his 
teeth!                                                                                3



“I can only see Coco’s legs, running fast!” Charles said. 
“The camera is tilted” Adri replied. 
Suddenly, the camera showed something tall, with a 
hump. “Is that what I think it is?” asked Annie. 
“Yes, it is… a camel!” said Adri. 
“In our neighborhood? No way! But actually, it does 
look like a big camel” Charles told them. 
                                                       



“What is happening?” asked Annie’s grandpa. 
“There is a camel near Coco!” Adri replied. 
“A camel? Here? Oh, wait… I heard on the radio that 
a truck with camels had to stop at the park to fix a tire. 
They are taking the camels to a farm so they can live 
there forever. We can all go to the park” said grandpa. 
So they did!  Searching for Coco and the camels! 
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Annie, Adri, Charles and grandpa walked to the park. 
They kept watching the camel in the monitor. 
Now, the camel was looking at Coco! But the images 
changed. Coco had dropped the box and the camera 
was facing the ground. 
Then, a fantastic thing left them without words. 
The box was flying!
                                                      



“The box doesn’t have wings, does it?” asked Adri. 
“It doesn’t” said Charles. “But it is flying” replied 
Annie. The monitor showed trees, cars, gardens, 
homes, all views from the sky. In that moment, a loud 
bark surprised them. “Coco, we found you! Or you 
found us!” said Annie. “Where are the camels, Coco?” 
Charles asked. Coco barked even louder. The camels 
were around the corner, getting back into the truck.
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Coco was jumping happy. The towels were gone. 
“Coco, Coco!” a strange voice said. “Who said that?” 
asked Charles. “That voice came from the monitor… 
it’s from the box up in the sky” Adri told them. The 
video showed leaves, branches, and green feathers! “It 
is green and talks… It’s a parrot!” Annie discovered. 
The parrot spoke again: “Lorenza, Lorenza” she said. 
“Lorenza? Is that you?” asked two girls who walked by 
just then.



Isabel and Emily were looking for their parrot, Lorenza. 
She lived in a tree at the park. “Lorenza, come back home” 
said Emily. “And bring the box, please!” added Charles. 
So she did! The big parrot flew to her tree, near the group 
of friends. The box was flying, thanks to Lorenza’s claws! 
Nearby, a truck full of camels was traveling to take them to 
their new home. One camel looked at Coco and said 
goodbye, moving his ears and his head. Coco replied happy 
with more barks!
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After that day, they worked together to create 
a tiny box for Lorenza, with a camera, a walkie 
talkie and a GPS locator to know where she was. 
Coco also got a GPS in his box! Either flying or 
running, the images kept coming, and so did the 
new adventures.
                                                    



Even the camels got one small camera, showing 
their new life at a ranch, running free. 
From time to time, they had a group of visitors 
that never forgot them: Coco, Lorenza, Annie, 
Adriana, Charles, Isabel, Emily and grandpa. 
Walking and feeding  the camels was so much 
fun!
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